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KING TRAVEL - MANUAL 

HOW TO LOGIN 

 

Pict 1: Log in 

To use this site, first of all you need to login. Type the username and the password and click 

on button “Login”. 

SEARCH HOTEL 

 

Pict 2: Log in 
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Choose the days you want to book a hotel. Then, you can choose country, region, city, 

category, stars and hotel if you want. Click “Search” and you see the result. If there is not 

any result, a message will be shown.  

LIST OF HOTELS 

 

Pict 3: List of hotels 

After searching, the hotels are showed in a list, which there are in the selected date. There 

you can see the hotel’s name, a description and the starting price of the hotel.  

The button “More Info” show more info and continue the booking. The “Map” open a 

window and show the location of a hotel in a map.  
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MORE INFO 

 

Pict 4: More info 

In Pict 4 you can see all information about the hotel. At the top, there is the name of the 

hotel  and the chosen dates. After that there are the five tabs. Τhe in first one 

(OVERVIEW)has more analytical information of the hotel. At the “PHOTO GALLERY” photo of 

the hotel is showing. The next tab shows the facilities of the hotel. The rooms and the 

amenities about them are showed at the tab “ROOM/RATES” (Pict 5). Clicking on link 

“amenities” you can see the amenities. If you want book an apartment (max booking rooms 

is 3) click on link “Price and Book”, a little window is open. On that window, you can declare 

the number of rooms that you want to book for specific room (Pict 6). If you want to cancel a 

room you come to the same window and reduce the number of room. To each room, you 

can declare the number of adult and the number of the child. If children are declared, you 

have to give the children ages to continue. Also, you can choose meal plan. The price is 

calculating automatically. You can see the number of rooms, that are chosen, to the link 

“Price and Book” (Pick 7). To close the little window, click on “Continue” or on . If you 
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choose at least one room, the button “Continue” becomes enabled and you can continue 

booking. The button “Request” opens a window (Pict 8) where you can send an email. When 

you send it, you are informed if the email is sent successfully. The last tab “ALL INCLUSIVE 

FACILITIES” give some more information. 

 

Pict 5: Rooms/Rates 

    

Pict 6: Declare room and information 
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Pict 7: Number of chosen rooms 

 

 

Pict 8: Request email 
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BOOKING CONFIRMATION 
 

 

Pict 9: Booking confirmation 

Here, you can confirm all the data, date, hotel, rooms, handling fees.... Also here you give 

some information about the people that want to book the apartments. Child’s age is shown 

in the parenthesis next to child name.  

To complete the booking you have to give all the names of the people and click on button 

“Book”. After that you can see booking reference number (Pict 10). 

 

Pict 10: Booking success 


